
 



 

             1.HERMIT CRAB 

I am growing. I am feeling 

I might need a bigger shell 

For the one I’m wearing now 

does not fit me very well. 

I scurry-scuttle in the sea 

along this coral floor 

searching for a spacious place. 

I peek in every door. 

I’m picky as I pick my home. 

A perfect spot to hide. 

But don’t think I’m a hermit. 

I just like to stay inside. 

And you would too, if you were goo. 

You’d know just how I feel. 

Dinner out dangerous---- 

I might become the meal. 

Hermit crabs recycle shells. 

That’s how our bodies were designed. 

Our bodies slide in spirals 

that snails leave far behind. 

Oh look! I think I see a big 

and swirly shell where no one lives. 

I tell the Ocean what I need. 

And Ocean listen. Ocean gives. 

---Amy Ludwing VanDerwater 

 

Summary:- 

Hermit crabs have soft, exposed abdomens that have to be protected from enemies. To 

do this, a hermit crab finds an empty sea shell, and tucks itself into it, carrying it around 

everywhere. But as the crab goes bigger, it outgrows its shell, and needs to find a new 

one that it will fit into. In this amusing poem, a hermit crab talks about how it moves 

house by finding a new shell. 



1) Read the poem and learn the difficult words. 

2) Word  Meaning :- ( Learn and write in the copy) 

a) spacious  - large 

b) hermit - a person who lives alone 

c) recycle - use again 

d) peek - quick look 

e) picky - fussy 

f) slide - glide or move smoothly 

3) Make sentences with the words given below:- ( write in copy) 

Spacious, hermit, recycle, peek, picky, slide 

4) Answer the following questions: ( Learn and write in copy) 

 

a) Why did the hermit crab feel that it might need a bigger shell? In which place 

does the hermit crab look for a bigger shell? 

Ans. The hermit crab was growing bigger day by day so it needed a new bigger 

 shell to fit into. The hermit crab looked for a bigger shell where nobody lived. 

 

b) Tick the right answer. 

Hermit crabs slide into shells left behind  

i. by turtles. 

ii. by snails. 

iii. By other crabs. 

Ans. Hermit crabs slide into shells left behind by snails. 

 

c)  Why does the hermit crab like to stay inside? 

Ans. The hermit crabs have soft, exposed abdomens that have to be protected  

from enemies. So they like to stay inside the shell. 

 

d) Why is the hermit crab picky as it looks for a home? 

Ans. The hermit crab is picky as it looks for a home because it needs a perfect 

spot to hide itself from enemies. 

 

e) Whom does the hermit crab tell its needs to? 

Ans. The hermit crab  tell its needs to the Ocean. 



 

 



  

1. THE SENTENCE 

 

 A sentence is a group of words that makes complete sense. 

 A sentence contains a subject and a verb that expresses a statement, a 

question, exclamation etc. 

 A sentence always begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop (.), a 

question mark (?), or an exclamation mark. 
 

Example:  i. She is very intelligent. 

  ii. Where are you going? 

iii.How nice of you! 

 

Kinds of Sentences 

 

There are four kinds of sentences:- 

a. Assertive or Declarative (statements) 

b.  Interrogative (questions) 

c. Imperative (command,request,advice) 

d. Exclamatory (exclamations and wishes) 

 

a) Assertive or Declarative Sentences 

 A sentence that says or states something is called an assertive or 

declarative sentence.  

 We put a full stop(.) at the end of an assertive or declarative 

sentence. 

Example:- I go to school everyday. 

         She is very sincere. 

b)  Interrogative Sentences 

A sentence that asks a question is called an interrogative or question 

sentence. 



 We put a question mark (?) at the end of an interrogative 

sentence. 

Example : Are you feeling thirsty? 

  Where are they going? 

  Who is knocking the door? 

 

c) Imperative Sentences 

A sentence that expresses a command, a request or an advice is 

called an imperative sentence. 

 We put a full stop (.) at the end of an imperative sentence. 

 Example:  Leave the room immediately. (command) 

 Open the window, please. (request) 

Be sensible. (advice) 

d) Exclamatory Sentences 

A sentence that expresses a strong feeling is called an exclamatory 

sentence. 

 We put an exclamation mark (!) at the end of an exclamatory 

sentence. 

Example: What a beauty! 

  How beautiful the butterfly is! 

 

Exercise1 Form meaningful sentences by arranging the words in each word  

  Groups.(Do not forget to being them with a capital letter and to put 

 a full stop or a question mark at the end. (write in copy) 

1. to see will the Monday next Taj Mahal Agra we go to 

2. a good suggest magazine children’s 

3. should magazine I which read (question) 

4. it in to fun a pool swim is 

5. Principal the announced the names prize-winners the 

6. Did principal make announcement what the(question) 

7. At 8a.m goes office Mrs. Khan to her 

 



 

 

 

Exercise 2 Write As for assertive, In for interrogative, Im imperative and Ex for  

  exclamatory sentences:(write in copy) 

1. Sardar Patel was a popular leader. 

2. How dirty you look! 

3. Have you ever faced a situation like this? 

4. Think twice before speaking anything. 

5. Afghanistan is not a developed country. 

6. Don’t spend so much time watching television. 

7. Never cheat others. 

8. Some people with plain looks may be very intelligent. 

9. Didn’t Abraham Lincoln have an impressive personality? 

10.  What a noble, sensible and humble person Martin Luther was!  

  

Exercise 3 Rewrite the following groups of words as sentences. The first word  

  of each sentence is underlined. The kind of sentences to be formed 

 is mentioned in the brackets.(write in copy) 

1. more be of teaching Mathematics should made the interesting(assertive) 

2. cluttered bed your how table look and (exclamatory) 

3. among going the to the prize-winners who distribute is prizes 

(interrogative) 

4. forget set to alarm do the not (imperative) 

5. essay without help you anybody this did write from taking (interrogative) 

NOTE:-  
1. Maintain two separate copies, one for Literature and one for Grammar and 

writing. 

2. Separate the Grammar portion and writing portion in your grammar and 
writing copy. 

3. Write the definitions and examples first and then do the exercises in your 
Grammar copy writing copy. 


